AsyncOS for Web 8.0.7 Hot Patch 1
Build 8.0.7-149

Published: March 30, 2015

Upgrade Path
You can upgrade to 8.0.7-149 from this build:

- 8.0.7-142
- 8.0.7-145

Fixed in Hot Patch 1
- Proxy crash with TUI authentication. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCut43469]
- UDS process needs a watchdog timer. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCus97751]
- UDS process does not recover properly from CDA connection breaks. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCus97784]
- Auth wait times are not recorded, for TUI auth. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCut49765]